Laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy of NC3O.
Laser induced fluorescence spectra of the NC(3)O radical in a supersonic jet have been observed. The radical was produced in a pulsed electric discharge of HC(3)N and O(2) diluted to 0.3% with Ar. A total of 17 vibronic bands with a radiative lifetime of approximately 30 ns have been observed in a region from 27 000 to 27 500 cm(-1). The observed vibronic bands are classified as (2)Pi(12)-(2)Pi(12), (2)Pi(32)-(2)Pi(32), and (2)Sigma-(2)Sigma types. The upper states of the (2)Sigma-(2)Sigma bands have large spin-rotation constants, which should be denoted as Sigma((+)) and Sigma((-)). From high-level ab initio calculations and rotational analyses, the observed transition was assigned to the B (2)Pi-X (2)A(") transition. Dispersed fluorescence spectra from the upper (2)Sigma and (2)Pi vibronic levels have also been observed, yielding fundamental vibrational frequencies for the nu(1), nu(2), nu(3), and nu(7) modes of the ground state.